Grades 4-8

Aug 24

NOVA: MYSTERY BENEATH THE ICE
- Mystery Beneath the Ice | Phytoplankton and Krill
- Mystery Beneath the Ice | Climate Change in the Antarctic

ANIMAL BABIES: FIRST YEAR ON EARTH - TESTING LIMITS
- Learning to be a Raccoon

HISTORY DETECTIVES
- Investigations Tokyo Rose
- Historical Photographs
- They Drew Fire | Combat Artist of World War II: Portrait of a Young Bomber

Aug 25

ANIMAL BABIES: FIRST YEAR ON EARTH - NEW FRONTIERS
- Survival of the Moose: Nutrition in the first year

HISTORY DETECTIVES
- Amelia Earhart | Aviator, Record-breaker, and Activist
- Historical Research | History Detectives
- Building, Structure, and Property Research | History Detectives

Aug 26

NOVA: WHY BRIDGES COLLAPSE
- NOVA scienceNOW: Smart Bridges
- What are the Responsibilities of a Bridge Inspector?

THE GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW - WINTER
- A Visit to Yellowstone
- Nature | Explorers of Yesterday and Today
HISTORY DETECTIVES
- Zeppelins Resurrected
- John Adams | 60-Second Presidents
- DJ Premier on the "Future of Hip-Hop" | Hip-Hop's 40th Anniversary

Aug 27
THE GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW – SPRING
- Yellowstone National Park | San Diego Zoo Kids
- Wolves of Yellowstone: Lesson Plan

HISTORY DETECTIVES
- Zeppelins Resurrected
- John Adams | 60-Second Presidents
- DJ Premier on the "Future of Hip-Hop" | Hip-Hop's 40th Anniversary

Aug 28
NOVA: CHINESE CHARIOT REVEALED
- The Story of China

THE GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW - SUMMER
- Nature | The Good, the Bad, and the Grizzly: This is Their Land
- Nature | The Good, the Bad, and the Grizzly: Bears Don't Recognize Boundaries
- Nature | The Good, the Bad, and the Grizzly: Bear Necessities

NOVA: LOOK WHO'S DRIVING
- Driverless Vehicles Yield to Complex Issues | NOVA Wonders: Can We Build a Brain?